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Abstract. Non-baryonic Dark Matter (DM) in the form of Weakly Interacting Massive Par-
ticles (WIMPs) is the most privileged scenario for these elusive particles. WIMPs should
interact with the nuclei of the active volume of detectors. If a robust signal is eventually
observed in direct detection experiments, the best signature to confirm its Galactic origin
would be the nuclear recoil track direction [1]. In order to get this directional signature, the
directional Dark Matter detectors should be sensitive to low energy recoils in the keV range
and have an angular resolution better than 20◦ [2]. The MIMAC collaboration has developed
a low pressure gas detector which provides both the kinetic energy and three-dimensional
track reconstruction of nuclear recoil tracks. We have performed experiments using a low
energy (1-25 keV) ion beam facilities to measure the angular nuclear recoil track response
of the MIMAC detector. In this paper we report the first ever observations of 19F nuclei
tracks in this low energy range. We have studied the recoil track lengths (depths), widths
and angular spreads with respect to a known incoming reference direction. The estimated
angular resolution is better than 8◦ at 10 keV kinetic energy. These results are showing that
a directional signature from the Galactic origin of a Dark Matter WIMP signal is accessible.
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1 Introduction
The Dark Matter hypothesis plays a central role in cosmology and galaxy formation.
The most widely accepted Dark Matter particle candidate is the Weakly Interacting Mas-
sive Particle (WIMP). Since Goodman and Witten [3] have proposed to detect the nuclear
recoils produced by WIMP elastic collisions on active volume detection nuclei, many Dark
Matter detectors have been developed and operated. This paper addresses the performance
of a directional Dark Matter detector, MIMAC (MIcro-TPC MAtrix of Chambers), a time
projection chamber with a mixed gas at low pressure allowing the measurement of a few keV
3D nuclear recoil tracks. It provides simultaneous measurements of the ionization energy and
3D direction information of nuclear recoil tracks down to a few keV.
Spergel [1] has proposed to use a directional Dark Matter detector to demonstrate the
Galactic origin of an eventual Dark Matter signal. Recently, we have compared how different
directional detectors, as anisotropic crystals, nuclear emulsions or low pressure gases may
preserve the initial nuclear recoil direction information [4]. The study has shown that low
pressure TPCs provide the best access to this information, in terms of measurable tracks
and angular resolution. Projects such as DRIFT [5] (USA, UK), D3 [6] (USA), DMTPC
[7] (USA), NEWAGE [8] (Japan), CYGNO [9] (Italy) and MIMAC [10] (France-China) are
trying to achieve directional detection with different techniques (see [11], [12] or [13] for a
review). MIMAC is an international collaboration using different size detectors for Research
and Development, tests and prototypes for a future large detector. A world-wide collaboration
called CYGNUS, aims at developing a global network for directional Dark Matter search.
While the electron background, produced by γ-rays and muons can be rejected from
the different intrinsic response of the detectors, neutrons and coherent neutrino interactions
producing a WIMP-like signal require additional discrimination signatures. Neutrons in an
underground laboratory are produced from interactions of high energy muons on the rock
and (α, n) reactions produced by the natural decay of uranium and thorium daughter, in
particular 222Rn. While passive shielding and active vetos can be used to eventually reduce
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the neutron background, there is no efficient shielding for the neutrinos. In addition, the
neutrino background from the Sun, will produce nuclear recoils in the same energy range in
which we expect to find Dark Matter particles. The neutrino floor is the ultimate limit to
the performance of non-directional detectors [14].
Taking the example of a 10 kg CF4 50 m3 MIMAC detector with a recoil energy range of
(5, 50) keV, angular resolution of 10◦ and after 3 years of operation, Billard et al.[15] conclude
from simulations that even in the presence of a significant background, the detector could
set constraints for spin-dependent interactions comparable or better than existing detectors,
(PICO 2017 [16]). The analysis considered the dipole feature of the expected WIMP flux, and
compared to the neutron and neutrino background. A statistical map-based analysis is used
to derive both the direction of detected events and their number. The WIMP-nucleon cross
section and Dark Matter halo distribution can be constrained, even in the presence of a large
background contamination ([17] and [15]). If the WIMP-nucleon cross section is about 10−4
pb and the WIMP mass is 100 GeV·c−2, Dark Matter would be detected with a significance
greater than 3σ [17]. Billard et al.[2] show that with a 100% sense recognition, an angular
resolution of 20◦ and with no background contamination, this type of detector could reach a
3σ sensitivity at 90% C.L. down to 10−5 pb for a WIMP-proton spin dependent cross section.
Within the next decade, we expect that large mass non-directional detectors will either
observe a Dark Matter signal, or reach the solar neutrino floor. A directional detector will
then be needed to confirm the Galactic origin of the signal, or to go further the neutrino floor
background.
This paper presents a MIMAC detector prototype performance in terms of its angu-
lar resolution at low nuclear recoil kinetic energies (6 to 26 keV). The experimental setup,
presented in Section 2, consists of a MIMAC chamber prototype coupled to an original on
beam facility. In Section 3 we explain how we define and reconstruct the nuclear recoil track
direction and discuss the method used to measure the angular resolution. We present the
results obtained, a reconstructed angular resolution below 8◦ at an energy as low as 10 keV!
In Section 4 we compare the measured 3D track perpendicular length (or depths for
short) and widths with SRIM simulations, and note that even adding the same amount of
longitudinal diffusion as we measure as transverse diffusion, there is a large difference with
respect to the best simulation. We discuss the possible origin of these differences between
observations and simulations and discuss future measurements that will allow us to better
understand such discrepancies.
2 Experimental setup and low-energy facilities
2.1 The MIMAC detector
The MIMAC detector is a matrix of micro-Time Projection Chamber (TPC) ([18], [19]
and [20]) developed in collaboration between LPSC (Grenoble) and IRFU (Saclay). A cham-
ber of the MIMAC matrix is based on a direct coupling of a pixellized Micromegas with a
specially developed fast self-triggered electronics.
The MIMAC gas mixture for dark matter search is 70% CF4 + 28% CHF3 + 2% C4H10
at a pressure of 50 mbar. The combination of the chosen gas mixture and pressure provide the
necessary conditions for high gain and drift velocity of primary electrons (about 22 µm/ns) in
the chamber, for 3D reconstruction of a few keV nuclear recoil tracks [21]. 19F, being an light
odd nucleus represents an interesting target for spin dependent interactions, for which low
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pressure Dark Matter gas detectors are still competitive. The gas mixture can be changed to
explore other nuclear targets, which is one advantage of a gaseous detector.
The nuclear recoil produced by an eventual elastic WIMP collision, or any ion injected
in the detector, releases part of its kinetic energy in the form of ionization. The primary
electrons drift under an electric field of 150 V/cm to the grid of a bulk Micromegas [22],
producing avalanches under the influence of a high electric field, greater than 10 kV/cm in a
thin 512 µm amplification gap, as shown in Figure 1.
The secondary electrons are then collected by the pixelated Micromegas anode, which
contains strips of pixels in the X and Y directions (pitch of 424.3µm) with a total of 512
channels (256 on each axis) over an area of 10.8 × 10.8 cm2 [23], providing a 2D readout.
A strip is fired either along the X or Y direction when the collected charge is higher than
a preset threshold. It is sampled at 50 MHz (20 ns) by a self-triggered electronics system
developed at LPSC [21]. The third spatial coordinate Z is provided by the combination of
the known primary electron drift velocity and the timing sampling. The electronics is based
on a specially designed 64 channel MIMAC ASIC [24] controlled by a data acquisition system
[25].
The total ionization energy is measured by a charge pre-amplifier on the grid, by a Flash-
ADC sampling also at 50 MHz. From the ionization energy value, it is possible to deduce
the total recoil energy by taking into account the previously measured Ionization Quenching
Factor (IQF) ([10] and [2]) corresponding to the fraction of the total kinetic energy released
in ionization. This value depends on the nucleus, its kinetic energy, the gas mixture and gas
pressure [21]. Existing models such as the Lindhard model [26], and existing Monte Carlo
simulations do not seem to provide a good description of experimental results at energies
below 60 keV [27]. That is why this IQF needs to be obtained experimentally for specifically
defined configurations. IQF measurements for the MIMAC configuration were described in
[28] and [27].
The aim of the ionization energy measurements and the 3D track reconstruction is to
deduce the recoil kinetic energy and the direction of the initial scattered particle.
2.2 Low energy beam facilities: COMIMAC and LHI
In order to measure the IQF and evaluate the performances of a MIMAC chamber de-
tector in terms of its angular resolution, we have performed experiments on both COMIMAC
and LHI facilities.
COMIMAC is a table-top ion beam facility developed at LPSC [29]. It delivers a con-
tinuous beam of electrons and mono-charged calibrated ions with a kinetic energy ranging up
to 50 keV. This facility is used to perform regular energy calibration using electrons and IQF
measurements. COMIMAC uses a compacted 2.45 GHz (5W) Electron Cyclotron Resonance
(ECR) source called COMIC [29]. A Wien filter is used to make a charge-to-mass ratio (q/m)
separation of ions and allow for their selection. The filter is a combination of a 0.36 T mag-
netic field produced by permanent NdFeB magnets and a tunable 3.3 kV/cm electric field in
a perpendicular configuration.
The LHI (Ligne expérimental à Haute Intensité) is an experimental ion beam line based
on a 8.5 GHz ECR ion source coupled to a high resolution magnetic spectrometer. By applying
a voltage on the plasma produced by the ECR ion source, the ions are extracted, collimated
and sent to a high resolution magnetic spectrometer which separates the ion masses based on
the q/m factor over a trajectory which is an arc of circle with a radius of ρ= 0.7 m with Bρ
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= 0.23 T·m. The LHI beam line produces ions with well defined energies and uncertainties
on the kinetic energy at the level of
∆Ekin
Ekin
= 1%.
Both COMIMAC and LHI are coupled to the gas chamber via a 1 µm diameter hole
that was made by a laser on a 13 µm thick stainless-steel foil. The hole interface coupled to
a differential vacuum keeps a pressure independence between the beam line (10−5 mbar) and
the ionization chamber (50 mbar). The ions are thus injected in the direction of the beam
line parallel to the drift field in the chamber. We are exploring ways to make holes at an
angle to the drift field for future measurements.
2.3 Experimental conditions
Different experiments performed on LHI or COMIMAC coupled to the MIMAC chamber
assessed the influence of gas and detector purity, optimizing the chamber electric field value
and homogeneity, amplification gap thickness, anode pixel efficiency and event selection algo-
rithms. This has provided invaluable experience in evaluating the impact of different detector
properties on its performance in terms of angular resolution.
The main experiment reported here was performed at LPSC using the LHI beam line
with a 512 µm micromegas bulk gap detector. The MIMAC chamber for which we report
data in this paper, was a 10.8 × 10.8 × 5 cm3 single chamber. The grid voltage was set at
−570 V and the cathode at −1320 V, while the anode was grounded. We also used a field
cage in order to produce a uniform drift field. The LHI beam line facility delivered ions of
kinetic energies between 5 keV and 25 keV. It was coupled to the MIMAC chamber from the
cathode side and ions were injected in the drift (Z-axis) direction at an angle of θ = 0◦ (same
experimental configuration as [29], see Figure 3). The final ion kinetic energies inside the
chamber had an additional component due to the voltage applied on the cathode (1.32 kV)
in order to have the electronic board grounded.
After entering the chamber, the injected ions immediately interact with the gas atoms
and the produced primary electrons drift to the micromesh. There the electrons enter the
gap with an intense electric field producing the avalanches. Secondary electrons are created
and collected by the pixelated anode readout.
The gain during the measurements can be estimated from the 55Fe peak (5.9 keV) at 628
ADC with a resolution of 19% (FWHM) on the calibration spectrum. The gain is 2.2 × 104
when considering the primary ionization energy to be 38 eV/pair.
3 Track Reconstruction
The secondary electrons created by the MIMAC Micromegas avalanche field reach the
X and Y readout strips placed on the anode and provide the 2D positional information
(Figure 2). The collected secondary electrons by the Micromegas preserves the direction of
the primary electrons. The sampling of the anode every 20 ns allows the reconstruction of a
3D cloud of primary electrons for each detected event.
3.1 Track angle, angular resolution, depth and width definitions
One of the major challenges is to define the 3D recoil track in the active volume. The
directional information is embedded in the first collision between the injected ion and nuclei
in the gas.
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The ions delivered by LHI enter the chamber in the direction of the electron drift path
along the Z-axis. We define the ion track depths as the projection of the primary electron
cloud in the Z-direction:
zmax − zmin = (tmax − tmin)× Vdrift, (3.1)
where Vdrift is the electron drift velocity, and tmax−tmin is the time difference between the
first and last time signal of an ion event. The primary electron drift velocity was determined
from MAGBOLTZ code [30] to be Vdrift = 22.9µm/ns (for an applied electric field of 150
V/cm).
Another available observable is the track width (Figure 9). We define it as the mean
value of the number of strips triggered during a sampling interval on the X/Y readout.
The observed tracks are only a few mm long at such low energies. Figure 5 shows an
example provided by the SRIM simulation for 19F ions with kinetic energy of 6.3 keV and
26.3 keV, respectively.
The strategy for reconstructing a track direction is to perform a 3D linear regression fit
on the pixelated electron cloud. Then we derive the direction of the fitted track with respect
to the drift direction (Z-axis).
The 3D linear fit on pixelated primary electron clouds was performed by a least squares
minimizing algorithm using the coordinate distances of the barycenters of each time-slice. An
example of a 3D fit for a 26.32 keV (25 keV from the voltage acceleration plus 1.32 keV from
the cathode voltage with respect to the ground) 19F ion event (and a 2D representation of the
same track) is shown in Figure 6. The combination of the straggling and the detector spatial
resolution gives the direction of the recoil coming from rˆ(Ω) being interpreted as rˆ′(Ω′), where
Ω ≡ Ω(θ, ϕ) is the solid angle (Figure 3).
A polar angle θ was derived for each track, with 0◦ being the direction of the 19F beam
(Z-axis and primary electron drift direction). θ is actually the angular deviation from 0◦ from
all effects combined, after the ion enters the chamber at 0◦, hence its distribution can be used
to define an angular resolution.
After an ionization occurs in the gas chamber, primary electrons have kinetic energies of
the order of a few eV. This energy will quickly be lost because of multiple interactions with
the gas molecules leading to thermalization and recombination [18]. By applying an electric
field, the electrons drift towards the anode and their 3D Gaussian distribution n(x, y, z; t)
can be described as:
n(x, y, z; t) =
n0√
8pi3
× e
−(x2+y2)/4Dtt√
4D2t t
2
× e
−z2/4Dlt
√
2Dlt
(3.2)
where Dt and Dl are the transverse (X/Y ) and longitudinal (Z) diffusion coefficients,
respectively.
Primary electrons experience transverse and longitudinal diffusion inside the gas cham-
ber leading to longer and wider reconstructed track depths and widths, with the following
standard deviations [31]:
σt = D˜t
√
Ld and σl = D˜l
√
Ld, (3.3)
where Ld is the electron drift distance, and D˜t/l =
√
2Dt/l/Vdrift. For the MIMAC
setup, we use for this paper, Ld = 4.7 cm.
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D˜t and D˜l can be obtained with the MAGBOLTZ code. Diffusion depends on the type of
gas and its pressure and on the drift electric field. At the drift electric field (150 V/cm) applied
in the MIMAC chamber, the MAGBOLTZ simulation predicts the following transverse and
longitudinal diffusion : 
D˜t = 253.1 µm/
√
cm
D˜l = 293.9 µm/
√
cm
(3.4)
3.2 Effects on angular resolution
The distribution of the reconstructed angle between the track and the low energy beam
(denoted as θ) is not a Gaussian variable by definition. In contrast, θx and θy defined in
Figure 3, appear as Gaussian variables in our experiments as shown in Figure 4. Both
the distribution of the incident ions and the dispersion of the primary electron distribution
contribute to the angular resolution:
• Distribution of the incident ions: The reconstructed direction deviates from the initial
direction. This is due to several physical effects: (1) primary electron diffusion, (2)
initial ion beam not exactly at zero degree: the hole through which the ions enter
the chamber has a 1 µm diameter and 13 µm length (maximum angle of 4.4◦) and (3)
eventual bias from the reconstruction algorithm.
• Statistical dispersion: Spread of the distribution, usually defined as the standard devi-
ation of a Gaussian Probability Distribution Function (PDF). The main contribution
to the statistical dispersion should be the straggling of ions, which is a convolution of
multiple small angle scattering with the nuclei of the gas. Other factors deteriorating
angular resolution are the interactions of the primary electrons inside the gas chamber
- straggling caused by electron collisions and re-combinations with the gas atoms [19],
and diffusion [32].
The measured mean angle of the incident ions distribution is small (< 1◦) and the
dispersion has an effect about 10 times larger than the shift of the central value (more than 4
times for 26.3 keV), as shown in Table 1. Thus we simply take the spread of the distribution
as the definition of angular resolution.
Data Label (keV) 6.3 9.3 11.3 13.8 16.3 18.8 21.3 23.8 26.3
µˆθx 0.7 0.24 0.08 0.08 0.21 0.29 0.24 0.29 0.44
σˆθx 13.28 7.14 4.75 3.56 2.79 2.53 2.18 2.06 1.91
µˆθy 0.96 0.92 0.5 0.28 0.29 0.07 0.05 -0.05 0.17
σˆθy 14.17 6.93 4.49 3.34 2.65 2.33 2.01 1.84 1.71
Table 1. Gaussian fit parameters of θx and θy distributions for different kinetic energy 19F ion events.
3.3 Analysis results on track depth, width and angular resolution
The analysis was performed for 19F ions with kinetic energies of 6.3 keV, 9.3 keV, 11.3
keV, 13.8 keV, 16.3 keV, 18.8 keV, 21.3 keV, 23.8 keV and 26.3 keV and with more than 1.8×104
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final events for each energy. Figure 6 and Figure 7 show examples of track trajectories in ZX,
ZY projections and in 3D for ions with kinetic energies of 26.3 keV and 9.3 keV, respectively.
The reconstructed average track depths and widths are shown in Figure 9, as a function
of ion kinetic energies. For the lowest ion kinetic energy of 6.3 keV, a track of about 3 mm
depth and 1.5 mm wide was measured. At the kinetic energy of 26.3 keV, the ion tracks are
showing a depth longer than 7 mm, with an average width of 2.8 mm.
The final reconstructed angle as a function of the ion kinetic energy is shown in Figure 8.
Its dispersion is better than the required 20◦ [2] even at the lowest kinetic energy of 6.3 keV.
The derived uncertainty on angular resolution ∆θ is based on the determination of the
spatial coordinates of the reconstructed primary electron cloud and the error of the 3D linear
fit:
∆θ(x, y, z)
∣∣∣
θ=θ¯
=
√
(
∂θ
∂x
)2∆2(x) + (
∂θ
∂y
)2∆2(y) + (
∂θ
∂z
)2∆2(z) + ∆2fit
' cos
2 θ
z
√
∆2XY + tan
2 θ ·∆2(z)
(3.5)
where ∆(z) = ∆(Vdrift · t) mainly depends on sampling time, ∆XY = ∆(x) = ∆(y) is the
intrinsic systematic uncertainty due to alignment and finite size of anode strips (Figure 2).
The fit error ∆fit is negligible, so we can only take the first term into consideration. For θ ≈ 0◦
case, the uncertainty can be further approximated and simplified to be only dependent on
the pitch of the anode strips and the reconstructed track length:
∆θ(x, y, z)
∣∣∣
θ=θ¯'0◦
=
∆XY
L
, (3.6)
where ∆XY is the same as in (3.5) and L describes the primary electron cloud dimensions
(the reconstructed ion track length). The error we obtained is ±1.1◦ for the lowest ion kinetic
energy and ±0.45◦ for the highest.
We have applied various algorithms in order to find the best way to reconstruct the initial
angle. The differences among these algorithms are mainly whether to use the entire electron
cloud or only part of it, and how to set weight on each pixel. Modifying the algorithms to use
only the first part of the track (with a χ2 test to select the optimum number of points) did
not yield an improvement on the angular resolution. In addition, initial and final time slices
of the track usually have a larger than average deviation from the track direction. This is
because the anode samples the endpoints of the transversely diffused primary electron cloud.
Removing the first and last time slice does not produce better results either.
We finally chose to use the barycenter weighted method with the information from all
3D pixels, which average reconstructed angle is closest to the initial 0◦ angle, and has the
lowest dispersion.
4 Simulations and Measurements
Nuclear 19F track depth and width measurements have been compared to the simulations
performed with the SRIM (Stopping and Range of Ions in Matter) code, a software allowing
to calculate interactions of ions with matter ([33] and [34]).
It is based on a Monte Carlo simulation method, using the binary collision approximation
with a random selection of the impact parameter of the next colliding ion. The inputs of SRIM
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include the type and initial energy of the ion, as well as the target definition and density.
With these information, SRIM computes the three-dimensional distribution of the ions in
the target and its parameters, such as penetration depth, its spread along the ion beam and
perpendicular to it (called straggling); all target atom cascades in the target are followed in
detail. But the effects of drift and diffusion in the electric field of the chambers are not taken
into account.
To estimate the diffusion effects due to the drift, we use the diffusion parameters com-
puted by MAGBOLTZ. Billard et al.[35] have shown that MAGBOLTZ estimates for the
primary electron velocity are similar to the measured ones in a pure CF4 gas at 50 mbar.
Couturier et al.[36] has reported measurements performed by the MIMAC team with the
same gas and pressure. In Figure 9, we show experimental width and depth results compared
to SRIM + MAGBOLTZ simulations. Higher energy experiments show results consistent
with simulations [37], while not much work has been done in the low energy keV case. The
measured track widths are also larger than the SRIM + MAGBOLTZ diffusion expectations,
but the differences are not as important.
Assuming the ratio of longitudinal to transverse diffusion computed by MAGBOLTZ
reflects reality, we expect a measured longitudinal diffusion defined as ktrans · Dl (purple
triangles in Figure 9). There is still a large difference, showing that the longitudinal diffusion
on the total length is not enough to explain the differences with respect to the simulation.
Systematic effects, such as the detector anode strips having a lack of efficiency, and
the dilution of the electron cloud, lead to some non detections of parts of the tracks, which
would result in shorter measured tracks but not longer tracks compared to the ones predicted
by SRIM + MAGBOLTZ. The spatial quantization or the strip/pixel ambiguities contribute
no more than 500 µm (see Figure 2) to the uncertainty of width measurement in transverse
direction. A similar argument holds for depth measurement due to fact that the product of
drift velocity and sampling time is also less than 500 µm. The gain is another minor effect
since the avalanche takes place very close to the anode.
The number of pixels triggered for each energy is larger than the request of more than
2 pixels. So only at the lowest energy of 6 keV (see Figure 10), could we expect some bias.
Understanding and improving the simulations to reproduce measurements presented here
is an important task for the future.
5 Conclusion
Having a good estimate of the initial direction of nuclear recoils is a key issue for direc-
tional Dark Matter detectors. This work shows an experimental study of the main parameters
involved in the 3D low energy nuclear recoil track measurements.
Regarding O(keV) nuclear recoil tracks, MIMAC is currently the only collaboration that
has presented 3D tracks. There are also other groups ([38] and [39]) making progress in 3D
track reconstruction and they are able to measure the ionization energy keV tracks. The
10.8× 10.8× 5 cm3 prototype used in this experiment shows good results in terms of angular
resolution of ion detection - using the LHI beamline as ion source set at 0◦ in the direction
perpendicular to the cathode. For 19F ion kinetic energies between 6.3 keV and 26.3 keV,
the angular resolution, ranges between 14◦ and 2◦, respectively, which is much better than
required.
We are studying techniques to drill holes at an angle to the drift direction, in order to
measure ion tracks at non-zero angles to the drift direction. We are also currently analysing
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data from a (10× 10× 25) cm3 MIMAC chamber which detects 565 keV neutrons produced
by protons of 2.3 MeV on a 7Li target in an experiment performed at the AMANDE facility
[40] at Cadarache (France). In the data sample, nuclear recoils with different angles to the
drift direction have been produced. The results will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.
The main uncertainty contributions to the angular resolution are from straggling, anode
pixelization and diffusion. Experimentally obtained track depths have been compared to
Monte Carlo SRIM simulations and are significantly longer than expected in the keV energy
range. Not everything is well understood at these low energies, and more work is also needed
on the simulation side. Experimental measurements like the ones we are presenting in this
paper are fundamental.
The quality of the track reconstruction with the MIMAC detector presented in this study
is very encouraging. It is an important step showing the experimental feasibility to access
the Galactic origin of a low energy nuclear recoil produced by an elastic WIMP collision.
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Figure 1. A simple scheme of a MIMAC detector chamber (left) and an example how sampling at 50
MHz is performed (right). This configuration allows us to determine a 3D cloud of primary electrons
and reconstruct the ion track. The amplification gap in this experiment is 512 µm with an electric
field of over 11 kV/cm.
Figure 2. Readout electrode placed on the anode is segmented in X and Y direction strips providing
2D positional information for each event.
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Figure 3. Schematic diagram for geometrical observables in 3D space. The incoming beam direction
is along the Z-axis, which is the same as the direction of the electric drift field. An example of
reconstructed track direction Ω(θ, ϕ) is shown as a red arrow with polar angle θ and azimuthal angle
ϕ indications. The orange arrows represent the 2D projections of this 3D directional vector, defining
θx and θy.
Figure 4. Normalized distributions of θx and θy for 19F ions of kinetic energy ranging from 6.3 keV
to 26.3 keV.
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Figure 5. Scattering is the dominant contribution to our angular resolution. Taken from a SRIM
simulation, this image shows how an ion path is deviated due to interactions with gas for ions of
kinetic energy of 6.32 keV (in red) and 26.32 keV (in black). The left vertical axis shows the position
of the cathode, while the horizontal axis is the ion track depth (same as Z-axis in Figure 3). The red
arrow shoes the drift direction of primary electrons. The detected cloud of primary electrons therefore
reflects not only the limitation of the detector to discern the initial track direction, but mostly the
non-linear energy loss and multiple small-angle scattering of ions.
Figure 6. Example of an ion track in ZX and ZY projection using barycenter representation (left)
and 3D (right) for an ion of kinetic energy of 26.3 keV. To derive the direction of the track, a 3D
linear fit is performed on the 3D cloud of primary electrons.
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Figure 7. Example of an ion track in ZX and ZY projection using barycenter representation (left)
and 3D (right) for an ion of kinetic energy of 9.3 keV. To derive the direction of the track, a 3D linear
fit is performed on the 3D cloud of primary electrons.
Figure 8. MIMAC angular resolution as a function of 19F ion kinetic energy. At lower energies, the
ion tracks are shorter and have more straggling resulting in worse angular resolution and bigger error
bars. The angular resolution is better than 20◦ down to a kinetic energy of 6.3 keV, and is below 10◦
for a kinetic energy of 9.3 keV. Error bars are derived from the pixel strips pitch and reconstructed
track length as described in the text.
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Figure 9. Comparison of ion track widths (∆X/∆Y ) and depths (∆Z) at different energies between
experiment (red stars) and simulation using SRIM and MAGBOLTZ (orange box for SRIM-only,
blue circle when the diffusion effect as computed by MAGBOLTZ is added. We also show "SRIM +
ktrans ·Dl of MAGBOLTZ" in the depths subplot (right panel), where ktrans depends on energy and
is derived from the width measurements.)
Figure 10. The number of pixels triggered for each kinetic energy of 19F ion.
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